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Federal Take Stubblefield,
tin 'toting Continues
Waterfield And
From Kentucky Breathitt To Speak Over( -tions-Of _Ne.w /ork
At $2 Billion
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Murray Population 10,100
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- FANCY FARM,ty. 411) -Both
Stov Edward T. Breathitt and U.S.
Sen. John Sherman Cooper, R-Ky.,
By GARY P. GATES
he'll"sby one police sergeant, began.
plan to attend the 84th annual
United Prefer International
It took more than 200 police to
Fancy Farm Picpic here Aug. 1.
NEW YORK tNt - Rioting Neg- quell the Brooklyn disturbance,
accepting
invitations
to
Also
roes looted more than 200 stores in which police chaplain familiar with
The federal speak were: Lt. Guy, Harry I.Re a Negro section of Broklyn early the Harlem riots described as "much
L UIS ILLF len
N'isitesi over at George Lilly's house
government collected a whopping Waterfireidaafriem nearby Clinton today and broke the windows of at more serious." Heavy police conyesterday evening We wanted to
el 83 billion in taxes from Ken- and neo.--"Frank A. Stubblefield, least 500 in a Wft% e if violence that centrations will be on duty in the
see those tomato vines of ha which
plaice traced to Harlem racist area- area again tonight along
tuckiane during the 1963-64 fiscal D-Ky,, of Murray.
with
reportedly were six feet or higher.
political portion of the pic- sines,
agents from the New Yorkyear which ended Junee30. G. C.
nic
Will
get
under
way
at
pin,.
.
The
sacking
of
bilocke
of
Shope
offke
as.signed
to
find
.out
"who
Hooks, district director of the 3dThe vines are at least ox feet, tall
In sthe predominately Negro Bed- is responsible for doing what."
tern-al Revenue Service IRS _an- CST.
all right, a whole row of them and
The
picnic
traditionally
serves
as
ford.
Stuyvesant
district
dwarfed
More than 200 agents, all from
nounced Tuesday.
when we arrived George was out
The collection exreeded that of a kickoff for the fall general elect- looting activity so far in four night the ?it'll York area, will be in the
picking some of the finest bag tor
farnlialatio.
an-llacieassUaxassiJaa.e&W.airisaleasasaiisSeanktaessereees-torngtra-grevavats-laseat-reirr
mates you 'eePe eiterree ThS dinner this year wi be cond night of terror in Brooklyn
03?.421
• _
gerved
both
at
noon
and
in
the
and lasted until well after dawn
Ba
Hooke said IRS figures indicated
Before it was over two suspect Actually one of them would do foe
hat the individual taxpayer had a evening by women of the parish of
100d TO Be
looters were critically wounded and
a meal
ooci year during the ,12 months St, Jerome Church
50 were under arrest. Police said
preceding June 30.
some of those in custody had been
He had Just picked about half
Individual estimated income tax
arrested in the Harlem 'riots earbushel and they were all nice.
nd withholding taxes reached
elier this week.
inelhon during the year, comGeorge says he digs a hole about
pared with $499.9 million collectedT
Losses In Thousands
Joe Wright of near Benton, one
mxteen inches deep with a post
liuring the preceding year.
stuof
three
Murray
State
college
hole digger when he first plants
Police estimated that losses to
The totals include .the amount
them. He fills the hole with rich
withheld by employers and the dents tried on a charge of cattle Broken': merchants, most of them
just
and
lila
fertiliser
tura-Lug
early
this
and
yeet. had
s rampart
sums paid by declaration by tax-wt*te will run into -hundreds ol
probation revoked today. by Circuit thousands of dollars.
!amide back out of the way.
ELE('TRIC CLASS AT F.F.A. CENTER
Jimmy Jack:ion (left), member or --tne Callo"If our nation's ill and injured
Payers
FAA Osborne.- ---AuthOrities said the Bedford- are to. be 'provided needed Wool
way County Future Fax
The federal Income tax reduction
Chapter, is shown with his instructors during a session Of
The three boys were probated for Stuyvesant looting began after this year. donations must be "made
The vases are all well tied and with
aaopted earlier this year is not rethe farm electric classes at the Kentucky F.F.A. Leadership..Training Censer in /Jardinethe rain and um the way it has
flected in these figures. Hooks ad- three yeers on their sentence of two members of the Harlem defense by one out of eVery 20 persons beburg
The
instructors,
R
W.
Cairnes
(center),
youth
director,
K'entscks
RurJ.I
EieCtriC
years in Eddeville.
been this year they have produced
and en. accouncil. an extremist group organ= tween the ages of
ded
Cooperative Corporation, and Stewart Watson, Kentucky Utilities Comuany farm servin abundance
More gambling tax permits and ' Judge Osborne directed that a izing a mass march in Harlem next cording to Henry Holton, 'Mood
ice adviser, are explaining a demonstration wiring board which iiluStrates metering,
wagenng tax stamps also were sold bench warrant for Wright's arrest .Saturday, began distributing in- Program chairman. He mule the
circuits and Several types of wiring devices. The ClasSes are sponsored by the Kentucky
be issued and that he be handed flammatory - leaflets to several statement as plans were completed
He has a nice garden plot. His lot
during the 12 month period_
Youth Electric Advisory Committee, composed of power suppliers and Others interested
has several large Oak trees and a
Holders of the $250 tax starlets cater to the jailer of Canoe-sr hundred Negroes at Fulton Street for the yenr's second scheduled visbig Hickory, bug the garden plot
in electric education.
and Nostrand Avenue.
on coin-operated devices and $50 County
• it-of the Red Cross
No indication was given of what! Speakers then harangued the
Is away from them. out in the
The unit a-ill be stetioned at the
wagering-tax permits paid 812.849
infraction
of
open Where It gets plenty of sun.
probation
rules
was
t
crowd and more than 1.000 persons Methodist Church from 10 a m.
for the stamps and $222,928 for
Maybe the trees in back block the
committed by Wright.
gathered More than 100 helmeted until 4:00 pal. August 7,
the permit
sun MOW la the evening, but this
Someore Is Injured in a motor
Both of these figures were up over
riot policemen converged on the
is c4.
the preceding fiscal year when tax
Rene and were met with sporadic vehicle accident every' 23 seconds,
etanips brougat in $921 and .betshowers of rocks and bottles. Then according to statistics. Someone
FRANKFORT. Ky. ele - Bids
He has a nice garden with just wIti be opened July 31 on ConstrueThe regular meeting of the KAN tine levies $153,166
‘
somebody set off firecrackers end suffers ocrupational injury every
Conducted
At
about everything in, a that a per tam of the University of Kentucky
LIM Club of Murray will be heed - Hooks said
two elassIneations
poSee fired info the air to disperse It seconds, and someone is injur. • .-.
son would want to eat Mrs Lilly
Thersday evening at 6 30 at the were under the preceding year's Goshen Church July
ed in a home accident, every IrVell
the mob
Community College at Hopeinsbei a Home Economics ..teactier so
South-Nide Reseaurant
seconds
figures
sale
"Pure, Undiluted hell"
there is little wasted from the gar- ,
Speaker for the evening will be
Goshen Methodist Church near
-The Red Cross has Maine re'
Unemployenent receipts fell to
The one-story structure will be
den Friends and neighbors also erected on a
John C Waters of the Jackson $704 million, compared to $605 mil- Murray will be the seene of I:Asponsebilitv for meeting blood needs
----70-aore site at the
The
Negroes
scattered
in
all
dibenefit from the bountiftil output.
Purchase Historical Society, who
and tobacco tax collection, rk:de Training Day and a Pro- rections and at ven hours of loot- resulting (run these accidents" "In
north edge t/ the city adjacent
, a
Mrs. Bartile Mae Allison. 72. died will talk 011 the eerly history of
addition. it 0.10.4 Meet steady blood
from $413 million to 'nail gem Workshop on Thursday. Jute' ing. described as -pure. u
to Chrtstian County High School.
As George say& he can unwind in, The building will have built-in air- Countyye5terday at the Murray-Calloway the Jackson Purchase, Western over $4 milliondemands stemming frail general_
33. for members of the Woman's
Hospital She was the wife Kentucky and the town of Murray* the garden by working up some canditioning and aill coat an yetimedical ann, surgical practice."
Hoots blamed the loss in tobac- Society of Christian Service in the
of the late Mitzi Allison
good honest perspiration, and at
the
member
of
Mr Waters is also a
In urging support of the forthco receipts on the CS Surgeon Murray 'area, it was announced tomated $843.000
the giallo time provide the table
Western Kentucky Historical So- , General's report early this year day by Mrs. J B Wilson, President
coming Bloodmobile visit. -Horton
The total coat of the college. to
She is survived by two sons, WinDuty
vegetables
To
good
fresh
with
asked that advance appointments
be financed by a bond issue and ford Allison of Clearwater, Fla ,and ciety and past treasurer of the attributing lung cancer to ciga- of the Pans District.
---be mod- by dossers whenever pos.
rette smoking
federal grants has been estimated Ralph Allison of South Eleventh Jackson Purchase group
At ROTC Here
Similar
meetings
were
scheduled
never
He Is another person who
Robert Jones will be the program
able For appointments, call 712Mrs Bell
a
aster
Murray.
Street
!
for
Calvary
Church
in
Paris
on
burns leaves Jost rakes them up
obionnan
- 1421.
' Orr of North Eight Street, Murray:
July 9 and at Martin First Methoin a pile and uses them the next
Dunn
of
Crossbrother,
Buck
a
dist Church July 16 for churches
spring to help fertilize the soil.
Begin Revival
FORT HAYFea Ohio - Maj.
land, Kentucky. three grandchildin those areas
---- C. Sanders And
Christian P. Dubie. 40. has bees
great-grandchildren.
7
ren
Jest borrowing a tip from Mother
Because of the beginning of a assigned to the US- Army Rout.
Ann Kay Accompany
Nature who has been doing this
She was a member of the South
The Wed Vest Baptist Church new maidrennium in the work of Instructor Group. Murray State
for yeare.
Church,
Pleasant Grove Methodist
will begin a revival Monday. July the Methodist Church, Officers' College. Murray.
FRANKFORT, Ky Ill - Better
Funeral Services will be in the
Mai Dubia, who entered the Ar71, and continue through August Training Day takes on a special
We silted on someone who knows. crappie catches at two major lakes realoca.coteman Funeral Home at
Donna Amine Miss America, was
services will be each significance this year, Mrs. Wilson my in May 1943, has served with
to tell u.s how to mount some pict- highlight the early week fishing 2 ejo today Rev Walter Hill and driven to the Tennessee State line 2 The night
evening at 7 30 pm The day ser- said Much information will be commands in Kansas, Texas. and
ures which appeared in the Cour- picture for Kentucky. the state De- a v Hoyt
will officiate
this morning from the Kenlake vices will begin Tuesday and con- given concerning plans in line with Georgia. Overseas duty included
pertinent of Fish and Wildlife saie,ttev
Owen
Burter-Journal last August
ial will be in the South Pleaaant Hotel by A. C Sanders. local Olds- tinue through Saturday each af- the new goals and new purpose. Europe*,dining Worm War II,
Tuesday
mobile dealer
-- —
Officers in each local society, se- Korea in 1953-54. Japan and Berternoon at 2 00 pm
The
crappie
have
!whonled
up
Grove
C"nete'7
l'ou Inas remember the five.prints
Miss AX/1171 is under contract to
cretaries of lines eeif were.. and lin.
Mrs. Preston Jones. 55 died Tuesaround
fallen
treetops
at
Lake
Cook.
ArPallbearers
are
L
D
of birde which appeared. all in cobe
be inthe Rev. circle chairmen are urged to at:I
ptiest evangelist
ride only in Oldernobiles during her 0
Awards include the Bronze Star, day. July 21, after an extended illor Ray Harm painted the origin- Cumberland and increased catches thur Redden, Harold Speight. Glenn year N reign as Miss America.
James Thorp, pastor of the High tend this important session and be- Army Commendation Ribbon
of
0116
specie
are
reported
from
Crawford, Frank Turner, and Paul
als and the CJ reproduced them in
She was met at the state line Point Baptist Church in May-field, conic acquainted with the new em- Combat Infantryman Badge.
She is alutalved_ by her husband.
the 'deeper waters at Kentucky Dunn
the magazme section.
by a party, from Jackson. Tennes- Kentucky Mr. Roanie litutipton, phases that are to be made and
Ma) Diibia is a 1949 graduate of Preston Jboss of 505 N. 7th St.
Lake
Blalock-Coleman had cliervil •of
- Brie
_magic_ director., _qt _tag
.
see where she Va_be_..fie..the
also with the now pragrent-beek
Musrarrat--sote, Mesa -Passel of 900 -bittkray State !Kericooky Lake
Cra99se are the arrange-men .
We jest nick the section 'away
will
arge
several daps to _partiespate in the .
__1111,11111._Aturoyi_p_sister, Mrs.
Ma
s,l, I:kiwi, his wife Anne and
4
titivating that WIr -might mount -being twken in the inlets and bays
°LAD song services. '—
Miss Tennessee contest,
—Irre*.." -- their four children live at 1505 Lloyd Alien of ffolden Pond. Ky
"
. All Things ari-Bec°111e
and in the main channel around
them some day
I.
the
theme
for
the
day,
with
Mrs.'
sysgmoss
Ss.
Murray.
Ky.
Miss Ann Kay Sanders, daughter 'The pastor. R J. &rpm. and
three brothers Creal Rhoades of
14 feet deep Black ban are reof Mr and Mrs A C. Sanders ac- the, members of the church extend John Archer leading the deseetiorral.
Calif Sables Rhoades of Colorado'
After hearing Ray Ham In person ported by casting medium deep
cotrrpenied Miss America and her a cordial invitation to the Public, Classes will then be directed by
and Phillip Rhoedes of Colorado; r
down at the Kenlake, we had the runners and by trolling. White bass
efficer&
to attend these services.
traveling companion.
one erandeteki
are reported by still leaking minurge to mount them
She was a member of the First
The meeting will begin at 930 State
nows The water a clear, stable., Dewey Guthrie. age 60 Passed
Baptist Church in Murray.
and
and
80
degrees
Ypsilanti.
Michconclude
with
a
sack
.
in
away
onaluly
20
FORECAST
Del'
FIVE
Thought we would put them on plyFRANKFORT. Ky. ttPD - The
Funeral sersices will be in the. J.
lunch at noon. A nursery will be
Below Kentucky Derne - Catfish- igen He is survived by hes wife Homecoming To
word in ironer way, but we did not
governor's office today''announced H phurchin Funeral Chapel at 2
tog
is
provided
for
children,
fair
oil'
small
cut
bait.
two
daughters
Crappie
and
Polly
Guthrie:
Carol
want the colors to turn, or whatthe appointment of members to p.m. July 23 with Rev. mny,Turoet
The 5-day
LOUISVILLE
nomo
are Ab:
seng taken on do- ' and Karen. two sisters. Mrs Lamar
_ ever we put them on With 14:1 turn white bass
There
be a Literature Room various non-salaried state agen- officiating. Burial will . be in the
weather forecast for Kentucky:
Jigs and
Farmer and Mrs. Edgar Morns
yellow or something.
The regular annual home crimping
sss Murray City Cemetery,
Temperatures ati layer:we 2 to 4 open for the securing of any mat- cies.
State-owned Lakes - Merge!!' both of Murray; one brother 140w- rill be held at Mt Cannel Church.
.-----s
They included:
Pallbearers will be Thomas Dell.
degrees above normal with only terials needed, Mrs. H. L. Hearn.
-Canal
s. Sitnat Scott and the are reported by" still lathing with aid -Outline' of Mamie.
4 miles north of Kirlosey, Sunder
Secretary of Program Materials,
--State Board of Nursing Ethics- Ed Thurmond. Writ Bull Saltier,
Funeral sec's-ices will be at the July 26 MI day services with din- minor day to day changes Normal
suggested that we fix them to ply- worms Black bass are being liarhigh temperatures 86 east to 90 will be present to offer her assa- tion and Registration: Marion E. Hugh Wellace. Owen Billineton.
wood with rubber cement, then Vested by casting. The water is HATA Caurcti of Christ on Thum- ner on the ground are planned.
Cole, and Baxter Bilbrey.
Uterhart. Lexington; Roth
west Normal lows 65 to 71. Pre- tame_
day, July 23. at 10 am. with Bro.
spray the whole thing with some clear, stable and in the low
Claude Young-blood from CincinMrs. Darrel Vein-on is president of Murray, K ehryn S Cochran, CoeFriends may call at the J. K
Some dreams throughout the state James Duggin officiating Bared nati. Ohio will be in charge. Many cipitation whit total around onekind of fixitive..
ington and Beulah E. Miller, Berea. Chuirjull Funeral Home.
half inch with local amounts of an the host society
are Muddy
will be in the Hazel Cemetery
qnsertete and special singeri will
The Miller Funeral Horne has take part. including the 50 (fifty) inch or more occurring a.s widely
We did Just that and they all workscattered to Opiate(' mostly afterTWO ARRESTED ,
charge of the arrangement&
ed out fine The fixitIve is in a
voice -Home Corning Choir."
noon and evening thundershowers
The Murray City Police departspray bomb and you just Shake it
during the period.
EQUIPMERir INSTALLED
up and it spear out in a fine mist. ment reported arresting two men
charged with public drunkenesa
Installation es being made by the
The Mahe will not turn aith age, yesterday
OPERATOR TRAPPED
State Highway Department of
and it prevents the colons from.
equipment which will operate a
fading If you happen to have saved
Funeral services for Rev, C. E.
new stop light to be- placed at Main Martin will be held on Saturday
HAZARD, Ky. DT -- The Perry
the pictures. this is a good way to
and Twelfth streets The steel morning at 11 00 a m 4 10:00 o'clock County Rescue Squad used liquid
mount them Betty is the art teaplates, implanted in the pavement, Murray time, at
cher at Murray High and we figurMadisonville, soap to free Robert Ilaeden. 42,
from his bulldozer, which fell
control the traffic light electrical- Kentucky
ed she would know how to handle
ly...according to the traffic flow.
the Mtuti t ion She did.
A bus will leave the St. Jahn through the ground floor to the
Similar controls operate the light Baptist Church at 8,00 a.m. for the basement of the demolished Perry
---asated rem lossnalleasi
at Five Points,
Jainee Rudy Allbritten found nut he
funeral Those wishing to make the)County Courthouse, Tuesday Hayis aleritic to creosote and gasoline.'
trip rnay contact Mrs. Charlie den. of South Shore, an employe Of
Kentucky Lake: 7 'a.m. 367.2, no
the W. D. Johnson construction Co.,
ROY DROWNS
Hornbuckle.
Ashland. was hospitalized after the
He was over Between the Lakes the change, below dam *302.7, up 0.7.
----accident
other day in his work and the roed Water temperature 80 •
GREENVILLE K. -4711 - Joe
ATTEND 'WINTON
Barkley Dam headwaters 430 6, McGhee, 18. Browder, was drownhe MIS traveling on had ewe been
,
ed Tuesday while swimming here
"oiled" and it epktehed all up un- up 0.2, tail waters 3038, up 0.2.
The Smith reunion was held at
COUNTY FAIR
with .several companions A friend. Parts Landing State Park on Sunder his truck, so when he got home
Sunrise 4:54, sunset 7:12. Moon Lynsiell Maddox, 17. said McGhee day Those attending from Callohe proceeded to clean it off with
sets 2:50.
failed to corne up after diving into way County weee Messes and Mesgasoline.
PARIS, Ky. 1St! - The annual 3•
old Cleaton Mine Pond,k
dames Ellis Wrather, Cecil Holland, day Bourbon County Fair opened
Western Kentucky - Partly cloulie eisasied it off all right, but at
Muhlenbenz County OF.rcner M Herbert Miller. Raymon Wrather, today with judging of farm erolst.
a price. His arms swelled up until dy, continued hot and humid with V Foster. Who ruled the death an Charles T Miller and daughters Future Farmers of America and 401
THERE'S ALWAYS AN AD, MAN - Mayor F. Edward Biertuempfel of Union, NJ.. hes a
he looked as though he had a bad Isolated afternoon and nighttime accidental drowning. said the victim Mary .4% Shirley and Kettuclub displays The Bourbon County
Heart of Gold(water) at the Republican Natipnal Convention, and alternate William B.
-ttiunderehowers High today, taw -rernmettly Was Only an average' James Miller and Sons Mike and Youth Horse Show is set- for toWilkenson of Ithaca, N.Y.. seizes upon occasion to take jibe at LBJ's anti-poverty drive.
(con(inued On Pairs Three)
to mid 90s Low tonight near 70
swimmer.
night.
Rickey, and James H. Belcher.
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Probation Revoked,
Will Serve Term

llopkinsville College
Bids To Be Opened

•

City Resident
passes Away
yesterday

Kiwanis Club To
Meet On Thursday

Methodist Training
To Be

l

23

Major Dubia Is
Assigned

West Fork Baptists

Crappie And Bass
Are Top Catches

r-,

A.

Mrs.Preston

Miss America

Jones Dies

On Tuesday

Dewey Guthrie
Dies In Michigan

am.

Be
Held At Mt. Carmel

R
Miss uth Cole On,
Board 7

Funeral Of Rev.
Martin Is Saturday
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Soviet Smash Cutoff Of.Bend
ti-Red
In Mississippi
Religion-River Studied

•

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIKES PUBLISHING COMPANY. hie.
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
['Imes-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, Janatili7
1. 1042,
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JAM1Z C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reaarve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Minor,
sr Public Voice nein' which, in our opinion. are not for the beet laforest of our readers.
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MOSCOW 111, - 3owet.' authoriNATIoNAL REPREISENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO, 1509
ties have smashed an anti-CornMadison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.;
monist religious sect called the True
fitasaisaubon Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
By Uaited Press Inlernatienal
Orthodox Wandering Christians, it'
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
Federal state Market news ser- was reported today.
Today is Wednesday. July 22. the
Second Class Matter.
204th day of 1964 aith 162 to fol- vice. July 22. Kentucky purchaseLeader;S. of the sect have been
area hog market report including
;UstscRIPTION RATES By Carner in Murray, per w eek 20e, pa low
sent to Siberia for forced labor,
ww,tdia 65c. In Galloway arid adjoining counuos, per year, $450; elseThe moon is approaching its full 6 buying stations.
the Commanist newspaper Literary
Estnnated Receipts 435, Barrows Gazette said.
phase
where, 5800.
lower.
The morning stars are Jupiter, and Gilts 15c According to the _Gazette, sect
um
Amid of a
US. 1. 2 and 3 160-240 lte. $1675-Saturn Mars and Venus.
members lived by., 4ay in hidden
beigrity cd its Newspaper'
16.90;
PM
U.S.
1
1809
0
lbs.
$17.-'
•
day
in
lustory.
On this
basements and"tame out by night
In 1864. Union t mope under the 36: US. and 3 245-270 lbs $15.50- to worship Christ and spread antiUS,
160-175
lbs.
1,
2
a.nd
3
conunand of Gers.1 William Sher- 16.50;
WEDNESDAY — JULY 22, 1964
Cqrninunist literature,
man won the first battle of At- 015.36-16.50; US 2 and 1-sowe 400-- -They do not recognize Soviet
600 lbs 511.26-12 25: VS. 1 and 2 power but call it the power of the
lanta
In 1933. air:Hey Post completed the 260-400 lbs. $12 00-13,30,
ants-Christ. .they do not have
first solo flight around the world
passports which everyone in Ruswith the plane -Winnie Mae"
sia must carry," the newspaper said.
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
In 1934. FBI agents shot and kit"and they do not apply for welfare
led public enemy No. 1. John Dil- •
services,"
he left a Chicago theater.
linger,
The Gazette did not give any
WASHINGTON — Sen. George D. Aiken (R.-Vt.), ode/S- 1n 1937, President Franklin Roose•
•
fist ores for membership in the sect,
ing fellow Republicans to wait before making pronounceeet
les plan to enlarge the Supreme t
But it said the releticin has remritts on their attitude toward-.the national ticket:
Gourt a as defeated by the Senate.
mitted dozens of young persons.
would hope that we *can just be senators for the next
The newspaper identified one of
t for the day - Mull*
. _
'TOM
and- ac uur
the members as a. man niusi*
author Ford Madox Ford midi
Alexei, who allegedly de'"Only two classes of books are of
..
by
ser% ice during
• 47AIISAW — Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev, telling
,
universal appeal: 'The leo* best
Russia,
fleimg into the Sores
Communi4A party rally to be ready for any eventuality,:
LEXINGTON. Ky
- City
and the very worst,"
pee"He came across king
• "We must clean our weapons and
ready for anything."
attorneys from 16 or more state
pie who invited him to share their
cities
will
meet
here
again
Aug.
July
21
Tuesday.
food," it said.
WASHINGTON — Secretary of State Dean Rusk, expressThe Brooks Cross Circle of the 19 to report on research in their
efforts
to
have
the
Kentucky
Court
tilie-detennination-of -the -Organization-Anierican States First Methodist Church will meet
1 July 21, for a pot luck supper at of Appeals- reconsider its ruling
to resist Cuban subversion:
'which ended state cities' immunity
4Tht.s question oL_subversion against other members of the city park at 6.30 pm. Mn.
to damage suits
James
Wood
and
Mrs.
Ethan
OvertiLLs heinisphere is not, a question for bargaining This is an
Attorneys from several state-elites
myer are the hostesses.
iflegal q.c:•tion which must' stop."Stet here Wednesday wito
t4t
tis
t
•
.•
pirednoglidg
- e.
Thursday. Rely
of
on
Murray
• GREENWOOD': Miss. — Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr.,
The
MTIP "lad for ",r2e5"
., Call- win
1-4'"In$fl
rn,„4 at 6 St*-Distriet
at the Lime isho and 16 co,. to date. are parpm
-for an intensified voter registriation.drive among Negroes:
.lethe move..
pavilitic at the Kentucky Lake State IezaPaitne.
"Give us the ballot and we will make the American dream piLit Everyone Is Liked to bruit
The otty attorneys want the state
•
atreality."
appellate court to reconsider all.
_cookies and sandwiches.
a portion of its ruling earlter

The Almanac
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Quotes From The News

Attorneys

a

poi4,

be

Saturday. July 25

Ten Yet2r
.
s.TA
,....
9.o Today

thifi
At 3'.esz
Wetinesday's meeting, research
AM meow interested in the up work was divided among the earare asked to thus attorneys who wilt meet here
keep of by Deno
cernetary BRUIT- again next month
be preset et
Piteckinricige told the assembled
day
Ary 26 at 10 o'clock.
Funeral services for Mrs. Zulah Dunaway were held yesattorneys that the has peculiar to
each of the oommaealth's six ciesterday at the Bell City Church Of Christ with Elders' L. H.
- Saturday. July 25
.ntti and tanou.s other prosea..01.1.
Mgue. %Wiry Hargis. and William D..Medearts
Those persons interested in the Menus meat be adequately researchMrs.'Jennie Morris, age $0. mother of M,rs- Ivan FOrgin.
upkeep of the Hiek-s CenieterY are ed before additional action can be
died-at the Murray Hospital Wednesday -evening.
asked to be pear/pent on July M
- tak
Ten
he state high court Wednesday
: Dr. and Mrs. Stephen Visher spent last weekend with Mrs.
notified Breckinndge that it has
'sher's. sister, Miss Mildreti Hatcher. Therirere enroute to
granted his request to delay until
n Francisco. Call!, where Mrs. Vish,ee is to appear on the
Sept 1 enforcement of its ruling,
ptogrann of the National Council of.Georgraphers
et
which not only ends municipal imMlautY to damage suits, but also
• Cooling rains fell yesterday afternoon and this morning
Murray Kentucky, Tuesday. Jul! makes enforcement 'retroactive
bring some relief f!son .the sweltering heat. to Callovray
Breclunridge told the attorneys
20. 1964 Murray Livestock Auction,
Copnpasis.
RBCEIPTS. Hogs OS Cattle and this retroactive provision means
that the cities have -20 years of
Calves 466
All livestock 'weighed on arrival. exposure toaction for past torts"
It is this aspect of the ruling
hogs weighed and tough' on arWhich with the cities are most conrival
, mixed cerned He said this could be parHOGS* Receipts MOW)
grade butchers Vs 1. 2 and 3 -131M tieuierty diaastrous in the case of
Mt W. Main Strs-t
Phone 753-94121
ros-s and gins 215 lb 11726. 215 lb. snail cities with limited funds.
The Money to pay these prosper$isas IC lb 51, 00 DS 2 and 3
, live damages Is not in cities tAIC/sows 1,00-500 lb S:1 50-12 50
CATT'LE Reef.pts mostly feed- velikend cities'Vaal insure against
past torts.- he Willellad.
ers and cows
Breckinridge sakl lie cities sill
SLAccitrrER . Standard and Good
400-600 lb calves 116 00-18 50 Cut- ask the Court of Appel:4s to clarify
ter and Utility rows 110 50-13.00; the meaning of "Municipality- and
OLDEST AND LARGEST Lt sIRER CO. IN MURRAY
Cutter and "municipal corporal ion." as used in
Canners 111.00-10 00
s:
the riding
104 Eat M
Tel 753-3161
. Utility bulls $14 00-16 60
FEEDERS Medium and Good 601)PIYILsc Is RICHER
100 lb steers $13 90-1800Good and
Choice 400400 lb 117 00-19 60; MeOTTAWA TH - Tiara_ Hays,
dium $1400-It 00, Good 40.11b. hiltagriculturi:.-Minister reers $1600
Canadian '
' VEALERS M 00 lower 00511rithevettled monday :the government enChoice
$188 00-22.50.
Stanched niched the public purse by more
one intition doliars last year
41300-IT5if
BABY CALVES' Aland /0. head as a result of the levy on race
tract bettipg.
$800-13 00 per head
—4Lynn Grove.

411•

The why's and wherefore's of the
effect on the Mieslasippl River IC
a cutoff is made in a bend near
New Madrid, Mo will be shown
Friday of this week by means of a
model at the Waterways Erpertment
Station to three Members of the
United States Congress from the
affected area.
Senator Herbert S. Walters. of
Morristown. Tenn,, and Reesx-sentativea Robert A. -Fats" Everett, of
Union City, Tenn.. and Frank A.
Stubblefield. of Murray. Ky., will be
accompanied at the demonstrat
by Maj. Gen. Jackson Graham, paputy Chief of Engineers. and Agus
H. McRae, Assistant Direotor of
Civil Works for the Misdissippl Valley. of Washington, D. C., and Maj.
Gen Ellsworth.61- Davis, President,
Mississippi Rifer COMMI.%%i041,
Wiry. Miss.

1

'
-I. Rank No. 73-207)
0;41
OF NICRRity". IN THE STATE OF KENTUCKY
At T ti,Close of Business on June 30. 1964

isszirs

ACCO‘ENTS
400,000 00
600,000 00
134.312 53
$ 1,134,312 53

MEMORANDA _
Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities
and for other purposes (including notes and
bills rediscounted and securities sold with agreement to repurchase)
$ 1,750,000 00
Loons as shown above are after deduction of
valuation reserves of,
271,43812
George Hart, President of the above-named bank,
do solemnly (swear - affirm) that this report of condition is true and corren, to the best of my knowledge and belief.

•

Correct-Attest. (signed) George Hart
Max B Hurt
Luther Robertson
F. H. Graham

Directors

-State oflUantucky, County of Calloway. as:
. /Sworn to and subscribed before me this 21st daN of
July, 1964, and I hereby certify that I am not an Officer or director of this bank.

Murray-Lumber
Co., Inc.)
•

•

RRAY

TOTAL LIABLLITIE3 AND CAPITAL
ACCOUNTS
--------------519,603.85173

1Na4
--EY HEADQUARTERS

I

of'

CAPITAL

HURRAY LOAN CO.

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE/DEAL

BANK

ON OF

Capital: Common stock, total par value
Surplus
Undivided profits
•
TOTAL CAPITAL 'ACCOUNTS

tio

•

REPORT OF CONDI

Cash
'
lances with other banks, and cash
$ 2,049,316.20
..1tems in process of collection
United States Government obligations, direct
t031,142.49
and guaranteed
737,074.99
Obligations of States and political subdiviiions
Other bonds, notes and debentures (including
$260,000. securities of Federal agencies and
corporations not riaranteed by US.)
250,000.00
Loans and discounts (including $54738 overdrafts) ..........
13 091.364 32
Bank premises owned $289,500
.00, furniture and
high and low river tages
422,619.43
fixtures $133,119.43
00 "run" on the "Ikea, out- Ple.111 estate owned other than tian.kpxenilsea,
17,501.00
hicbecci-built to Other
- inodet
4.833.30
assete-,..-.`: ........ .
asolle to represent conditions in na010.603,85L73
TOTAL
A.13132923
sitsthe
hairpin
turn
of
a
40/f0 in
'
dissAppi River about 60 miles below
Cairo,
and about 25 miles above
LIABILITIES
Tintoinville. Tenn. The flow ,of water will illustrate the effect such Demand deposits of Individuals, partnerships,
and corporations
$ 6,208,771.37,
TIMe and savings deposits of individuals, part-. nerships, and corporations
10,778,862 56
Deposits of United States Government (includ100,360.54
ing postal savings)
Deposits of States and. political subdivisions
1,259.583.06
Certified and officers' chelts, etc.
'
4 38,258.14
TOTAL DEPOSITS
518.435,835.67
( a I Total demand deposits
7,276,783 44
(bi Total time and savings
deposits
11,159,052 23
Other liabilities
33,703.63.
rOTAL LI4ASELITIES'
$16.410,10..20

FederaZievestock

-2"

,
outcdf would have from the stand- of Engineers for the Mississippi
point of both flood control and River Commission. No doodah haw/
been reached as to whether*. gutnavigation.
r7
conter will be reccanmendid5
model
The feasibility of shortening the struotion, but the use of
Mississippi River ,at this bend is will aid substannaly.ittliaviving at
irwering stunow being studied by the Memphis conclusions in the
Distriot-of the 1.1. 8, Army Paps dies.

My commission expires February 18, 1967,
"GO GOLDWATEi"-Mrs. J. D. Hillhouse and her poodie
sport "Co Goldwater- specs and banners in San Francisco.

(signed.) H. E Holton, Notary Public

•

•

CIDAA
With Eat h Oft

•

•

ha\
i4e. [tab Job and Fill-Up

-;:,•;'-, been paying $4500 for your car..., _
The Incomparable Imperial_ t7
is now well within your reach

IffilLAR GASOLINE
af011tiE

ChifIVASH

We-ve recently received a shipment of new
imperials from the final factory production
runs. To clear our inventory, we're able to
offer these cars at unusually attractive prices.
NVhat's more, our trade-in allowances for cats
to

it

: If the automatic nozzel cuts off on any 3
identical numbers (,.11, 1
III or '2.22)
you will recPive that much gasoline FREIE!

J&S OIL CO.
still

!, 'O w

castles • big b3 by smile
LADY SARAH ARMSTRONG-JONES
M3rgaret. In this pre.chriatening
at her mother, Princess
tittle
sc.,. in Kensington Palace, London. Locking cn is the
Linley. Ile Ls nearly 3.
lady a Li; 1:tether, David, Viscount

—a

-

in your price bracket are exceptionally high.
Here's a rare opportunity for you to own,
America's finest luxury air for little more*
than you'd pay for a medium-priced car.
Stop in and see us this week,

•

TAYLOR MOT-010 Inc.
103 Sc. aui Si'.

Murray, Ey.
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* Alladasippi ,
• dollop hags/
snisr-the girt7
oonmodel
, of
uyitsriving at
gineering stu-

York Giants that he will retire
unless the club permits him to attend to his business interests in
Tulsa, Okla., half the week during
the season.

Football Coach Well Pleased
Whit:First Day Of Practice

Chandler asked if he could
turn to Tulsa aftet each game and

By United Press International

tAY

UCKY

964

2,049,31620
3 031,142.49

731,111410
250,000.00
13.091,364.32
•
422,619.43
17,501.00
4,833.30

•

and Joe Hernandez. Cola was acrejoin the Giants on Thursday for
quired from the Chicago Bears and
Found: A football coach who Hernandez spent last season play- practice and the weekend game.
vats "well pleased" on the first day ing in Canada.
Coach' Allie Sherinan's reply WILS a
of practice.
firm "no."
atcPeak hopes the newcomers
That was the reaction of head will take the pressure off flanker
°thin fronts: The Detroit
Coach Wally Lenun of the St. Bobby Mitchell, who led. the RedLions opened their training camp
Louis Cardinals Monday when the slang' attack for the past two seawith 25 rookies and 26 veterans on
National Football League club open- sons.
hand to receive physicals . . Don
ed its camp at Lake Forest, 111
The Green Bay Packers, under Shilla led the Baltimore Colts
"Everyone came to camp in fine
• shape," said Len= after greeting the watchful eyes of Vince Lotn- through heavy Contact drilJ4,
42 players, including 19 rookies bardi, worked on blocking and pass
Joe Kuharich, coach of the
.Phila"And for our first workout our patterns. The squad of 34 veterans
delphia Eagles, continued his &easel
together
for
were
rookies
and
23
veteran ends and flankers were
for players to take over the NA
running their patterns extremely the first time in training. ,
well."
posstions left open after the offThe Pittsburgh Steelers signed
Wonder if Wally will be in the
six more players to 1964 contracts, season trades . . . the Packers asksame frame of mind if the Cards
leaving only linebacker Bob Schmitz, ed waivers on rookie guard Mike
blow their opening game to the
quarterback Terry Not:singer and Hicks of Marshall W. Va. College.
Dallas Cowboys in the Cotton Bowl
tackle Lou Michaels unsigned.
Sept. 12.
The defending champion ChiAnother coach, Bill McPeak of
cago Bears worked on kicking and
the Washington Redskins, expresrunbacks in their morning session
sed complete satisfaction over two
and in the afternoon they ran
new acquisitions.
through dununy scrimmages
Impressed With Newcomers
Threatens In ,Quit
McPeak, was impressed with
speed .ot vas receivers Angelo
Chandier edam! the New
•

bell. Sure enough sheet heltivey
light
•
through it started relish's, •'!
Is Angeles 3, Chicago -2, 2nd night
••••
•
Boston '7 Detrent 5, m
New II there Is anything tharwon't
New York 7 Washington -1, night
(Continued From Page 1)
mix, It is newsprint and rain. For
Kansas City 5 Minnesota..4, night
Thursday's.Games
.
ckse of poison oak, plus a few hun- some reason it always rains when
we get in a carload of newsprint'
dred mosquito bites.
/Camas C_Itt t Minnesota
-Los Angeles at Chicago
Figures if it happens again, he will Never fails. We can hardly rememDetroit at Boston
ber a time drum; the past eighteen
Washington at New York, twi-light do it some other way.
years when it didn't rain when we
Cleveland at Baltimore. night
We contributed to the rain we had started unloading a car.
National Leasue
newsW. I., Pet. GB yesterday. Got in a carload of
print and the sky was clear as' This is a late date to mention it,
w. 1.., Pet. 011 Philadelphia
53 37 589
New York
54 34 .S14
San Francisco
54
51 442
0 574 34
1
Chicago
56 36 609
Cincinnati
.548
Chicago
55 36 .604
46 42 523 6
Pittsburgh
Los Angeles
49 48 .505
47 44 .516 6%
Milwaukee
Minnesota
47 46 505
St Louis
47 45 .511. 7
Dertset
46 47 .495
Chicano
46 45 .505 7%
Beaton
46 49 484
Las Angeles
45 .43 .489 9
Cleveland
41 50 451
.Houston
43 52 4.53 12%
Kansas City
35 58 376
New York
28 66 -,298
Washington
36 61 .371
Tuesday's Results
Tuesday's Results
New York 4 Cincinnati 2. night
WALT DISNEY'S FAMED
Cleveland 4 BAtunore 2, 1st twi- Prfilasielphia 6 Milwaukee 3. night
AMUSEMENT PAM AT
light
Pittsburg 8 St. Louis 4, night
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA,
Cleveland 8 Baltfinore 5. 2nd, night Houston 1 Los Angeles 0, night
(S.,AN ATTRACTION FOR
LDS Angeles 2 Chicago 0, 1st, twi- Chicago 2 San Francisco 1, night
)YOUNG AND OLD FROM
ALL OVER THE COUNTRY!

'SEEN AND HEARD

1 but Beverly Lassin
in the Miss Kentucs:
..
r.
at Mayfield receratty.
son we never got any G. as
culars and did not see iss.--a 443
publicity on it.
The -winner of -the contest will re.
present Kentucky in the Miss an'
4
.
verse contest. We don't know snq"
won, but she must have been out- l•
standing because Beverly is as
charming a young lady as Calloway
County ever produced.

re,s/.4....
,ay../ -am.aL.

114 ItUSSIA
1:E GOT
OUR 01••N
AM'JSEMENT

•

t Akita ..
- CA.LED
stRFRI 1

49.843,851.73

1

6.258,771.37
10,778,862 56

100,360.54
1,259.583.06
'
4 38,258.14

111

BOONES SOLVES

If planning a sightseeing tOur see us

Wash Day Worries

for a low-cost Bank
auto loan.

; (.134,31253

7.
3.
4.
5.
6.
-7.

619,603,851 73

8.

33,703 53.

118,469,539 20

6

400,000 00
600,000 00
134 312 53

3 Washer Sizes
Air-Conditioned Building
Free Spray Starch
Coin Operated Press
Park Under Awning
Soft Hot Water
Full Time Attendants to Help
3 Convenient Stores

dist

DOWNTOWN BRANCH
Filth & Poplar

,
.
Cbab Payment Number 35 Doe This

Week

MAIN OMCE
Fourth & Main

Looks:Res141 1-rBut It's Not
NOT'FOR REAL-This scene of highway carnage on U. S. 60 west of Frankfort
was staged recently by the State Department of Public Safety for. the benefit of
cameramen filming a 15-minute sound and color film on traffic safety. Produced by
Traffic Safety Films of Dallas, Texas, the movie will be entitled "4:28" and is

Bank of Plurra

scheduled to be premiered at the Governor's Safety Conference in Louisville this
fall. It depicts driving safety infractions contributing to a fatal traffic accident at
4:28 p.m. which takes the lives of five persons and leaves a sixth crippled. Governor Edward T. Breathitt and State Safety Commissioner Glenn Lovern will take'
part in the narration. Prints of the film will be distributed and shown by the Department of Public Safety.

1264 STORY (Turn Right at Jerry's Drive-In
} SIXTH & POPLAR
} 13th & MAIN STREETS

I 1,750,000 00

•• .

"The Friendly Bank"

275',438 72
ed bank,
. Of con-,

George

BELK'S

Hart

Directors

-21st day of
not an OM-

6.

Men's Suits

iotary PubltE -

BOY'S SUITS

Regular
$65.00 -

4

MILES To

SALE$42"

VALUES TOSALE $
38
0°

$10.99

Regular
$39.95 -

ONE TABLE MEN'S

00
SALE $
30
La

-

MEN'S

SPORT SHIRTS

-

SPORT COATS

REGULAR

51.99 & $2.99

'1'

•

500

$19.99

Boys Sport Coats

SALE $1

I,
-

MEN'S

Wash&Wear Slacks

CALF

VALUES TO
-

$10.99

- S11,1

TABLE

LADIES

$
OW

ONE TABLE
•

LADIES FLATS

-

Bremuda Shorts

$600

ONE RACK

$159

Children's Dresses

Boys Slacks

LADIES SHIRTS

VALUES TO

REGULAR
00
SALE $
4

0.99

$40
0

- - SALE $1® &

$500

SALE

DRESS SHOES

-

$150

VALUES TO

$6.99

&$
3
5°-

00
ONLY $150& $
2

°°
SALE $
6

REGULAR

04943NLY--S
r
°

ONE TABLE OF MEN'S

$
7
00

REGULAR

•

ONE

ONLY

VW ES TO
$12.99

97.00

REDUCED

LADIES SLIPS

800
SALE $1

REGULAR

DRESS SHOES

REDUCED TO ONLY-

REGULAR
$25.00

ONE TABLE OF LADIES

REGI I,AR

$00
9
S %I I
jaw

$2.99

-

ONLY

$600

-

BOY's

_Walking • Shorts
&
BOY'S
SPORTNIRTS

sm F $700

$12.011

Regular
$59.99 -

-

$300

$8.99

SAIT

00
REDUCED TO ONLY3
$1® & $

.REGULAR
VALUES TO
-

MEN'S

.4•-•

$900
SALE

$5.99

SALE $300

'
-

•

Walking Shorts

-

$400
$4.99

SALE

REGULAR

REGULAR

lty.

$300

$3.99 --

LADIES BLOUSES
sro & $150

Short Sets

REGULAR

sAix $400

$5.99

SALE

•

BOY'S

Hair Dryers
REGULAR
$788,0.

$10.99

SALE

•

•••

.r.
Tagr••••aala.000aat71i.,erfiliarar

a
96-

-4-
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SOCIAL CALMAR- T

—OUR

. Birthday Is
Ceiebrated Friday
By Neil Ward

•

4ied Ward was a most capable
lama to a group of his little friends
et hie hosue_tal FridaY. July 17.
from three to five o'clock In the
afternoon in celebration of his
mirth birthday.

p.

•

Inctivkluel lettered cakes were
placed in the shape of a diamond
on a large tray spelline. out his full

•

Open 7 am.

a • •

DEL MONTE
('RUSHED

99c

Cherries

591cb 3 oF 45c
1 6-Oz. Cans

or BE IT STEV1

•19c

I 5. (110ICE

FROSTY AC-RES

sSLI.M .NN or 1(.1

APPLE
Cream Pies SAUCE
—

prentiptesi crent were Mrs Mao
Beetle. Mrs Jcrhn Watson. Mrs J.
D Kurphy Mrs Gordon -Moody,

Quantity Perri-1.'1;es Limited

ITEMS BELOW ARE OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
!sr:al.TEST (Assorted Flavors) -

slILDIEs - 40-Or

ICE CREAM 63!
tic ICE CREAM.
Cake
Pork&BEANS 2i 27c iAblinERAL 17!
JOWLS 3$1. Margarine 2: 51c

Prune Juice 53c

If. 1 (Top's In (Juality) - i-Gat.

NABISCO PLNEAPPLL - 11-U..

-C

Oa

VAN CAMP or CAMPBELL - lb Oz ('an

1311 1. lioNAIT

ED

ii \Di K sNloK1.1)

KRAFT

.1( ‘1190

-

•

BOLOGNA 29' Miracle Whip 49c
Tomato Catsup 17c CABBAGE 5L
29c
Green Beans 1IM Drink'
lb

FRESH FIRM

HI NT'S - 14-0s. Rottl.

WAGNER'S CHIANGE or GRAPE- Qt.

'.Ti) ( I T - No :191( an

10 11.10.1 VI I let 01 1

I

•

ea;

11.79

sl'114TT

65c Tissue 2 i 25c

11.1QUID

Jar

STinlalfi

I
1

ARA STEED -

65c Flour

TIDE

.; •iIVAN Mb OFF) -

.

PURL W H4T

- (;iant Size

FLAVOK-RIST SALTINP.,4 Lb. RoN

BABY FOOD, 9c CRACKERS 29:1
GREEN Vol'' SAVE Di r.S. GREEN
„REMEMBER .'. . At JIM %DAMS "HA THE
TAPE
IT'S THE TOTAI..ON THE
YES.
RE.'
ANYWHE
CURRENCY.- REDEEMABLE.
,
. .THAT .001::W!'Sf: ,,,i

Fashion

ADVANCE' Ilit-t-SALE

Our Famotss Label
Skirts and Sweater Sets

r•

a

SECOND THOUGHTS

said Miss Ann tear Sanders
For the bridal occasion the honoree chose to wear from her trousseau • tun piece ensemble of brown
dotted WSw and white onrandy.
Her mother Mrs James R Lea-

atter chose to sear a brown dotted
swan and white organdy Her MO'
titer Mrs James R Lassiter chose

•
DEAR ABBY I am a single woman keeping company with • man
veto is separated tram his wife. but
not. divorced He has three children
to support so he never has any
money He seldom take me out.
but he goes into a rage if I accept
art Lova/wan to go eir with someone eke. Data you think he Is a
swinish penman to take that attitude?
I cams going places, but n
make plans that will interfere With
our date nights I see no marriage
in ow- future and, teerefore, don't
see why I should Rise up all my
Merida Am I wrong?
CONFUSED

to weer a brown dotted sales overwith a white skirt They
•
were both presented hostesses' gift
areages of 'enow rouses.
M,es leiesiter was presented an
electric merlin iron featuring the
colors of white and aque as a wedding Oft from the hostemes
DEAR CONFUSED: Von are not
The tables were at•trartively deWVOVIC The man is selfish but ye
ccrated in the color scheme of yelare foolish to continue seeing bilk
low and white Place cards featurfeeling the was you do Lone him.
ed sugar bells with yellow net
Covers sere laid for Meidemes
Glenn Doran, Winston Caldwell. L.
CONFIDENTIAL Ti) IL A I R A
D inner Jr. Tommy Alexander, AND TEX : Your boy friend allisold
Verne
Den Keller, Hem McClain.
use the melts In his bend to fill
Kyle. yard Ramer. Rubin James, is the bass to yerrars• Ebony names
Vernon
Vernon Stubblefield. Jr
sad Away ages would only make
Shaw Stubblefiekl phillip MITchell. fir a "ear maarlare.
Hendon. MISMIS Le-the
Graves
Young Marilyn Cehoon. Jennifer
Trouble" Write to ABBY, Roe
Ocoee. Ju:y Howard. the honoree,
0700. Los Angeles. Cab!. 90060
her mother, and the hostesses.
•
• •
Far a personal reply. enclose' a
stamped,' self-addres.sed envelope.
••••

Beverly Lassiter
Honored it Party
By .1Irs. Billington

Mr- Bob Bilenitten entertained
at her herne on the Coldwater Road
with an informal Coke party on
Friday. Judy 17, at two oclock in
the afternoon to honor 'Mies Beverly Laerater, bride-elect of Steven
N Bacter.
The honoree chase to weer for
the occasion an "um dift and eras
presented a cone5g at pink carnet-,
tons by the Willa
Mrs Hillinitton presented Miss
La:atter with a super and creamer
as a •eddinci gift.
Refreshments- were served buffet
style from the table decorated in
a pink color cheale. -boitee sandwiches. and cookies were served
The hostess was I former Sunday School teacher of We Lessner and the vilest' inettided mess-
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Grove .Baptist Church
of
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of the program on the theme. "Religious laberty. A Baptist Heritage"
e0 Clod Our Help In Ague Past"
was the title of the song cuing by
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,
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Anther- delightful courtesy exDEAR pEcomo: -Overweight" is
tended to Miss Haverty Lasseter. met hereditary. Hut the tendency
September bride-elect of Steven N. hatirard ebeattY is, Perhaps a thyBacker was the breakfast held at Mir dedieleary or disorder runs in
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even
noon. Bach child may bring one aren't
nli
guest. Children are asked to brim; And relatives feel about baving to
can'
a mune knell.
I buy a FOURTH wedding present
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for the same person? Bow can I
alitarday. July 23
ddesal, Aden lo 11117APP ner'
at
dance
adult
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will
There
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Club,
Country
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DEAR ABBY: Please don% think
11th. 12th grades and college s-1:1
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t
Ommtry Club from 7.30 to 11 - 30 penult' I can ask Is overweigh
girt
p.m &soh member may Invite ene hereditary" I am going with a
non-men...ler guest to the Bermuda who is a little an the hooey aide.
Hope Pler.ning committee is oom- Her mother is so fat she has to go
posed of Meows and Mesdames Ball through the door sideways And
Soiornon, James E Diuguld. Charles her grandmother is so enormous she
Shuffett. C H Hulse, Merin Doran has to be helped im out at chairs
bite this Ile very much. Abby.
Phil Mitchell, and Mrs. Stub WI:and the thought of marriage has
eon
crossed my nund. but if she is going to turn out Me her mother
and grand:not/se I don't knos how
happy I stook' be with her later
on. What do you think?
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The Jessie Houston Service Club
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• • •
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Ice cream was served with the
22
Wednesday.
cakes with two trays of confections
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TIM New Comore liomemak
on the Made where the children
Club will have a picnic at Peris
were served.
Landing State Park at 10 am.
The guests displayed much del• • •
ity ui the games played. Prizes were
Ward,
Homemakers
won by Martin Boyd. Karen
Pottertow n
The
Kentucky
and Rebecca Humphreys.
Club will have a picnic at
Part at 11 am.
The boys were given favors of Lake State
served at noon at the Calloway
• • •
"Tip-Tip" hata and the girts were
County Country Club. Hostesses
the
thanked
Neil
be
given a bandeaux
Day luncheon wel
will be Mamdanaes Phillip D. Mit'satire
'Fhe
gifts.
their
little guests for
obeli Gene Landolt, C. C. Lowry,
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GOING to Maids? Rent my beaus
tifid home oti-Oulf gear Se. Petersburg. 3 bedrooms, private beach
week or month, Aug. or September.
g
reof
IN
NEED
plumbin
WHEN
J-34-C
753-6752.
0a1/
pair, well pump Inatellatton and repair, water heater Inatallatton and LOOKINO FOR sernewhere to go repair, call Elroy Sykes 753-6500. A dance every Friday like at the
TFC Ron' R,ollesdroose, with "Danny

_

and the Demons", apoosored by
J-23-C
Larry McIntosh.

TRIBUTE TO REV, MARTIN

FICHEDULE TRAINING
SAN FRANCIESCO' fUPD - The
The word of the paming of Rev.
San Brandin° Warriors will send
new. 2 ROOM HOUSE TRAILER. For 0. E. Martin brought Barrow to
SPINET PIANO Bargain. Respon- and hat set $/1 -00 All like
their rookies to San Jose College
to
for
him,
who
knew
everyone
.
tion
call 753-4438
J-23-C more informa
FOR SALE
uble party in this area inay as.., Phone 753-3600.
to open training amebas Sept. 7.
and
him
to
respect
was
him
know
J-33-P
fume attractive balance on like new
Veterans of the National Basketto love him.
WHY PAY RENT, with wna down spinet piano. For details write
ball Assogation club are schedulHas 19 acre corn
WANTED
payment and $65 Per month you can C7recift Manager, liopkinaville Piano 160 ACRE FARM.
to report the following week.
For seventeen years he pistoled ed
5 room
Mobile Center, Route One, Box 3, Hopit-, base, 1.6 acre dark base,
Hotnette
Own your own
Baptist
John
St.
at
the
and labored
J-22-C house and several outbuildings. On- EtTIRTONE REFRIGERATION can
, FOltal AGREEMENT
living-economy insville, Kentucky.
Home. Luxury
Church, never making a set price
ly $13,800.
•
supply your needs In repair, parts,
price. 28' one-bedroom $695.00 37'
for his labors, willing to accept
BERGEN, N.J. *WI NORTH
ed
?riof
huts
ents.
ERED
acres
and
Authoriz
Chichua
replacem
60 ACRE FARM. Has 35
cue-bedroom clean $126000 36' '2- AKC REGIBI
what was given him, so that the
Giants of the Atlantic
bedroom Schuh 41595.00, 4.5' 2-bed- and poodle puppies. Tropic fish, good creek bottom land, a 16 acre gida/re service, Carrier air condit- church nught progress and become The Jersey
Coast Football League have agreed
Mobile gold fish, hiunstera and guinea pls. corn brase, 1.6 acre dark base. Perm ioning and heating, RCA Whirlroom $1895.00. Matthew
equal materially and spiritually to to become the official farm club
Home, Highway 45 N„ Mayfiehl, Complete pot shop supplies. Pet has a good home. $10,500 buys thia pool home appliances. You can't other
churches in our district.
of the New York Jets of the Amerbeat this combination for guaranteA-7-C Shop at Five Points, location same property.
Ky. 347-9066
ican League
as Bell's T. V. Service, 753-5151. NICE 2 BEDROOM BRICK home ed satisfaction call 753-6476 or 753day
one
death
that
Knowing
Under the joint agreement. the
J-23-C near the college. Hite living room, 1356. Located on Coldwater Road at would overtake turn, he prepared
BY OWNER leaving town. 3 bedwill prorate Use Giants with
A-27-C
Jeta
Five
Points.
peace,
in
Christ
himself to meet
kitchen and fanuly room combinroom brick Veneer house. 1 block
and in return the New
60 ACRE FARM. No buildings explayers
day
which he proved in his every
*from college, 1656 Oalkaway Ave., 'opt 2 tobacco barns. Approximately ation also air conditioned. Home
Yorkers will have first chum on
has electric heat. Shown by ap- 1 141-TON FIAT BED DUMP truck. life by concept and reeept.
7-24-P
Phone 753-1536
any Giant players.
50 acres seeded down, good tobacco
.J-23-C
ll 537-4834.
pointment onlaa
So. we say to the bereaved wife
corn base. three-fourtl-mile
located
1 TON" AIRCONDITIONER NSA east of Eooth
Grpve NICE 4 BEDROOM HOME
NAMES .11% MAN
Pleasant
and family, Jesus is the giver of all
Has full basement
T THE dttOVJCS
SeaCLEVELAND Pt - Dino LucaJ-315•1P '03-1736 or 753-3556s
J-23-C carpet in living room. Shown
takes it away. Be not daunted!.
has been named public relatrent
appointment only1
toIN
Y
Ends
DRIVEMURRA
Jesus will take care of ynii
of the Cleveland Berdirector
HOUSE,
ions
4
ROOM
GOOD
day, FLIPPER'S NEW ADVENT
REFRIGERATOR practically new.
Ittilogizing the late Rey, C. 2. ets of the American Hoc.sey Lea2 miles of Murray on Highway Ma URE. with Flipper the tabu/pus
Alm stove in good condltkil. Cfl SURPLUS "Like-Now' °Thee asitisis
Martin, it can be said he was the gue. Lucarelk. who succeeds Ethel
Dolphin .Techrucoior).
344-C ment, files, storage cabinet, type- can be bought for only $3.200.
435-4101.
21914riii 23240qc Homz OAPTTOL - Ends today, SEVEN living embodiment of the code Fullerton, formerly served as pubDe- NICF.„,4301,
writer, etc. Call Char!, !
d. licity director of the Cleveland Bull- WeedIngbeteas stove. velopnent Cu,
P with isVitiment. 1.27calficl-an-Ts com- DAYS IN MAY, Burt Lancaster, Which he as elegantly expresse
J
VELECTRIC
43-1i403.
dogs in the United Football Lea- 3-24-C
reverent. *ay and humllitY.
mercially joned lot oh South 4th Kart, Douglac, Ava Gardner.
See at 402 S. 4th.
gue.
Street. Your for only $6,500.
INCOME PRER,TY for sale.
HOUSE BOAT. 25 R. boat with See Glenn Brewer at Brewer Real
Near No. city limits of Murray on
Mercury Mark 55 motor, Has all Estate, Room 1, Purdotn Bldg. MurHa-way. 241. Good residence, 40X90'
equipment:Must sell at mice. Can ray, Ky. or phone 753-34X idayl MEN'S BLACK RIMMED prenear new modern block body shop
J -22-C scription
Can
sUn glasses. (Atli
be seen at Fishermatis' One-Stop. 733-6856 trine).
and another 3 stall frame body
J-23-P
Gardner 753-2526.
Can
of
land.
6
acres,
apx
on
igloo
MOVING the lit of August 21 cu ,
have $200.00 per mo. income Prise
deep freez. New DeWalt saw
it.
pants
end
cveit
fah*
2
GIRLS
SIZE
j
sale.
drastic:tally reduced for quick
FOR RENT
Refrigerator
attachments.
y dress with
Claude L. Miller, Realtor, '752-3064'30.00 Sus 3-4 girls' cranberr
t\J-24-C
.
753-6752
Call
books.
brown
coat
girls
3'
Size
110.00
J-24-C coat
'or 753-3056
THREE PRIVATE ROOMS FOR
college 1;erys with kitchen privilegal
Located 100 S. 13th. Phone 753-3914
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HELP

by Jane Aiken Hodge

' Mai les hososiss•Oa mai Oisersakt 0 3212- Mk V :am Aka& 11642a
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"1 . . . I beg your pardon,
-You're a brave girl, miss, lf
ma am, for intruding on you
and you 11 exciise my savirig so.
Out I nave lost my
Absurdly, she rode out of the like this
thel
ITS dreamlessly
she said.
stable yard with her eyes full way on the moors,
oddly
seemed
house
the
morning
"You will nave to socakt loudol tears
the
in
looked
She
tier.
to
quiet
child, if I am to
She nad reached a place er than that,
morning room, expecting to find
said the old woman
you,"
near
forked
track
grassy
the
Where
Lady rieverdon, and was a"1 have been deal these
in two when Marianne realised calmly,
mazed to find Mrs. Mauleverer,
anal ozone."
she' was lout,' She pulled Saab. fifteen years
foe whom it was "not late out ,
1 . .. I am so sorry." Still
to a halt for a moment to convery early indeed.
with unaccountable
sider whetter to go on or back. stammering
"Aft there you are, my dear, She had seen no sign of numan nervousness. Marianne repeated
said the old lady with touch- habitation since they had left her explanation.
ing pleasure. "How glad I am Maulever Hall.
-Good." The voice held apnave
to see you better. The house
fairly soon now, there proval "Lost your way,
Surely,
seems sadly dull arid quiet. does must be something-a village,• you? You look exhausted. Bring
It not, without them? They were shepherd's hut, sornewheie she your horse and come." She
disappointed not to see you be- could rest for a while and get hitched up her black skirts and
fore they went. and Mark lift advice about the shortest way led the way to the trout of the
his particular commands that nome. She Chooe the slightly house.
you were to take care of Your- more marked cf the two tracks
For • moment Marianne let
self and not be rambling about and turned Sadie along it.
Sadie loose in the rich grass of
her anin the woods alone."
A few minutes later she the lawn and followed
"They are gone?" Marianne sighed with relief and pulled cient guide to the front door
hospitably open
controlled her voice with an ef- Sadie to a standstill They had that
stood
fort
their way through the among climbing roses.
pushed
"Yes to London. Mark had green fringes of the wood into
Inside, the old woman gesletters from Lord Grey yester- a little clearing. Facing them tured Marianne to a delicate
day that made it essential he re- stood a tow, gray atone house, little sofa Whose upholstery nad
turn at once, and Lady Hever- weather-beaten and moss-grown, faded to a strange silver gray.
don decided to avail herflelf Of but not the same unmistakably eT'hen she raised her voice to •
his escort for the nrst part co lived tn.
screech: -Mary, Mary, where
• • •
her _journey home. To tell you
have you got to now? We have
not
sin
the truth, my dear, I
QA.DIE moved uneasily with • a visitor."
go.
her
altogether sorry to see
A door to the back of the
sudden clinking of harness
I am afraid it was sadly dull for
popped open and another
and at the same moment Mari- house
so
away_
Mark
put her head taund
her here, with
anne became swats of a dark old woman
electIlin
his
On
" Marianne was
much of the time
crouched under straw- It 'A visitor?
figure
be
will
it
business. 1 expect
now, In the least ..urberry netting and, apparenUy, not by
easier .. -that this voice was rich
quite unaware of their arrival. primed
She let the sentence drag, but She jumped down. tied Sadie. Oackney. The face, too, was a
Marianne understood perfectly reins to a tree and moved along Londoner's face, with the almost
suspicious sharpness that is
what she meant, and wondered to the strawberry bed.
bred In city streets. "A visitor?"
whether ehe Was right. It
'lack
rusty
in
woman
old
An
us
seemed to her highly unlikely muttered to herself as she she said again, -well bless
from remarks that Lady Hever- reached here and there among and keep us all and where did
don had let drop, that she would the leaves and dropped the rich she spring from?"
Di any satisfaction to MrA red berries into the silver bowl
"From the moor. And that
Mauleverer as • daughter-in- she carried.
will be enough talk, Mary. We
at once.
law. Indeed, the old lady would
Marianne cleared her throat: will have a luncheon
be lucky If she contrived to "Excuse me, ma am."
Our guest is exhausted"
•voltl being put away in eome
"A luncheon? Dinner more
The old woman straightened
asylum for the elderly.
at this hour and there's
like
under
could
she
as
up, as tar
For Marianne, in the quiet
nought in the house but cold
turned
netring,
rry
strawbe
the
Aphtery of that morning, It was
Murat_ my lady."
round and saw Marianne standhard to believe that anything
"Then oft with you and bring
her
from
away
feet
few
a
said
Would ever be pleasant again, ing
calmly. it, and don't 'my lady' me,"
sald
she
me."
"Dear
turning to
but she was not one to sit down
strawberry her mistress. Then,
the
from
emerged
under misfortune. More than
Marianne> -I know you will not
•
MA stood - for a moment
g more
ever it was essential that she Oets
out of want to stay for anythin
e
Mariann
ing
consider
parents
find slime other shelter for herre- elaborate, since your
looked
that
eyes
blue
faded
self and the child -and. if necesmust already be anxious about
markably bright and Intelligent
about yoursary'. for Mrs. Mauleverer too.
I Sup- you. Now, tell me
"Am
face.
tanned
the
In
so
you come from?
Relieved that her ankle was
you?" she rielf. Where do
g
expectin
be
to
posed
her
much bkter, she put on
Who are you? And what are
akked at last.
of to let
riding habit after luncheon and
too mtich your faintly thinking
been
had
e
Mariann
about the moor,
descended on the stables.
voice to speak ymi be riding
her
by
d
surprise
a
with
her
Jim Karnes met
alone?"
She had taken it for
knowing look. "So he gave per- sooner.
Marianne &milled- at the brisk,
this shabby-lookthat
granted
he
before
miss,
mission, did he,
ive still* of questions.
Imperat
wild
ing old creature with the
herself to animer them
set
left 7"
but
black
hair and tattered
She looked him straight In the white
simply as able could. "My
as
broadthe
in
would speak
eye. -1 ern here, am 1 -not? shipsi
name is Marianne Lamb," She
est Devon, but on the contrary
Saddle Sadie up for me. Jim."
began, "I am companion to Mrs.
and
nts
consona
clipped
"Shan't 1 ride with you. her
Mauleverer of Maulever
Maypure
were
drawled vowels
miss?"
"Companion, eh? I've heaid
"Good gracious no: you have fair.
of Mrs. Mauleverer. Plays cards,
surpri-e
was
Her face, too,
otber things to do than that."
don't she? liar, a bad-tempered
-beaten to the quality
"But what about the poach- Weather
son who never got over being
with
marked
and
of old leather
ers?"
scarred at Waterloo. Rut good
less
neverthe
It
age.
of
So the story was all about: the calm
enough sort of people."
from
absent
quite
quality
she might have known it She hnd a
used
was
e
Mariann
faces
shnigged. "Lightning never the old
Marianne wonders If Mark
village. There were
strikes twice In the same place to in the
Matileserer is deluding himeyes,
the
round
humor
of
lines
you know." She hoped she was
lieserLnd Command round the self regarding
right "Ileq1des, you can sell and of
old don's affeollon• and If she
an
Just
not
Was
Ibis
Mouth;
not
have
everyone. Jim, that I
g About IL
it was a person. And can do anythin
the Slightest Idea of who shot woman;
"- oiethiiie lie story here On
enquiring
looking
St111
Was
she
no
to
at me, so 1 an a danger
.
_
Monday.
ly at Marianne.
one,"
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117•01.• who
ahlrka lilt
duty
el•Olne
62-Woody Want
1114-auselan
Aiwrip
IS-For what
reason
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I- Fruit
10-War ged
ttePertner
111-Polisher
20-Priousun
22-Babylonian
deity
la-Punctilious
persist
24-ahiar In
Prance
11A-Fitly-ave
(Raman
number)
"Chew
110-Menre name
/112-Metal plats
SS-Teward the
&Mitered
side
114,-8niall lump
IlB.OuermIne
length
41.Paet
43-Fruit seed
40-Indefinite
article

DAN FLAGG

, LADIES - To do telephone surrey
work. $1.26 per hour, 6 hours a day,
ft days per week, plus bonus plan.
Must have private telephone. For
further information, write: P.O. Box
I 88, Madisonville, Kentucky. J-22-C
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
-Mild
Young cow
oetJu.k hat
12.Aroma
13.1-4ind part
14-Ansio-Saxon
miaow
16-Mock
ST-Nebrew
letter
ta-lfacounteeed
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Answer to Yesterday'. Puaale

-

NEW AIR CONDITIONED Sleeping
rooms. Available now. Can 753-6613
tfne
after 5:00 or on weekends.
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FACIA AEL

tint LEDO ER & TIMES ••.today attacked a proposal
York businessman for
stet-Walt:on of eastern
mountaineers to combat

Program Is
Attacked

by a New
voluntary
Kentucky
poverty.

An editorial in the "Messenger,"
official newspaper of the diocese.
called the proposal "immoral advice.'

-The. voluntary stenlization plan
was advanced by Jesse Hartman. a
Cavuigton Roman C.:a/lobe Diocese amairetired uitlustnal realtora who
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MURRAY:- BENTON - ST. LOUIS

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
111116 733 - 1 7 1 7

Interline to Central & Midwestern States
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Starting Thursday, July 23rd, The
GREATEST WOOL SALE EVER!!
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AFRICANSUMMITS-Bearded
Emperor Haile
Ethiopian
Selassie and U.A.R. President Gamut Abdel Nasser
Icicle like a bas relief In Cairo
at the "summit maitin,:' of
heads of ALican states.
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WOOL SALE
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CHATHAM WOOLEN MILLS' MAKERS OF FAMOUS "BOTANY" WOOLENS, CLOSED ITS
SPRINGFIELD, TENN.,-PLANT ... WE BOUGHT THE $250,000.00 STOCK. OF BRAND
NEW FALL WOOLENS AT A MERE FRACTION OF MILL COST . . .
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Here is your chance to buy the Finest All-Wool Skirting's, Suitngs, and Coatings at the lowest prices.'
ever, anywhere!!! Thousands and Thousands of tards of the newest weaves, textures and colors!!
ON•T MISS THESE SENSATIONAL WOOL BUYS!!!
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Regular '3.99 to '5.99 Yd.
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100*,„ Wool Flannels
Imported No‘elt% Suiting%
Famoua Name I listings
.%nd Ianv. Mans Others

, WOOLENS
A n}agniticent collection of finest all wool Skirtings. Suitings, Ind Coatings 60" wide, every yard
guaranteed first quality Such famous name
brands as Chatham, Botany, and many others
Thousands and thousands of yards at one low,
low price'
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LUXURY
WOOLENS
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Imp'td All Wool Double Knits
Forstmann All-Wool Suitings
Einiger Coatings
Many Other Fine Brands
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No exceptions, every yard of Summer Fabrics
now at one ridiculous low, low price' Values up
to 53 99 a yard. Selection is limited Hurry for
tlie'J• Fabric Barva:ins!
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SUMMER FABRICS
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Here are luxury woolens you long
for at a fraction of regular price
Finest domestic and imported
wool double knits, all wool suit Inge and coatings
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FINAL CLEARANCE!!
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NEW FALL

Here is a magnificent collection
of imp-arted and domestic woolens ...•the kind you'll find in the
new fall and winter fashionsMI at savings up to $6.55 a yard'
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(SPECIAL) - C.e4Lijig ready for
a vacation? Then chckae carefully
the clothes to take along, recommends Mrs. Barletta Wrather county Extension home demonstration
agent A wise choice of clothes can
add much to the pleasure of a vacation trip
Today's fabrics and simplicity oi
dress make the selection,of a vacation wardrobe much simpler than a
few years ago Where you are going and hou you are traveling will
determine, to a large extent, what
you need But, regardless of where
or how you go, you'll want to be
comfortable and appropriately dressed.
• Takagi along too many clothes
can be almost as bothersome as tak:',
big too few If you choose clothes
thit will mix and match with each
other, you'll need fewer items of
..-Ncriither not:-CIO? - '
cloihintz. WrS
thes that ,go together offer many
.
chinces for one to coordinate dilferent costumes and accessories.
'And. remember, color coordination
, is important for the males in the
family as well as the females.
,Of course, if you're visiting a. city, 1
fbur clothes will need to be more°
etcesistlested tpan -for a camping
trip For the warnen of the family,
• light-weight suit caa serve for
many occasions: for example, the
akin and blouse can be worn fbr
travel, with the jacket added on
Cool clays or for evening wear.
Jacket dremes or dresses with sweaters &an can provide comfort for
sudden temperature changes: such.
garments often c in be quite casua i
or more driasy depending on the
Recta-games worn with them
No matter where you go, easycare fabrics will save time and
trouble Even the men of the family can select comfortable, lightweight shirts, trousers and suns of
easy-care fabric Many of these
garments can easily be washed in
your room at night and be ready
for wear the next day Or. if your
travtling by car, you may want to
often at coin-operated bond** to do a quick wash.
Oarnfortable shoes are very Important for vacation traveling. Mrs.
Weather points out Men usually are
more sensible about this than women Women and girls need low heels
l
for traveling and walking and a.
pair of pump.' for dress-up wear.
I
lo
si
Mske sure you don't start
And shaes
' new
Hats are not worn as much as
.they once were. although one usual•
i
ly is necessary for church Scarves
,
nets will help to keep hair in
place svtile driving or sight-seeing
And. anywhere you go. • plastic
raincoat and hat will be welcome
during sudden starien•r showers
Should shorts be worn for travel'
I
This depends on the individual's
proportions - how he or she loolis '
in shorts and on rloW the person '
Shorts might be acis travel
ceptable if you travel by private car
but never when you travel by public
earner Some restaurants do not
i
particulardining in
Iv la the evening. Wiiancli !Night'
wear shorts for driving, then put a
wrap-around skirt over Chem for
dining in resiauralatit-seeing
Mita.
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1Choose Your
Vacation
Clothing
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what sort of. lisegdo. what the
consequences are to be fearchurch win say, what the
govern-1 ed."
ment will lay." Hartman said in
Hartman said he had advised the
nuking the donation last week.
Human Betterment Association to
The church editorial said a ster- "make it as east as possible" for
ilization program would use "vic- Kentucky applicants to obtain sterious means* for achieving social ilization. He said both men and
and economic advantages.
themselves of
women could
"In the metritain areas of Ken- siwgery.
tucky, we definitely he social and
The association. which carried out
economic problem." the paper said.
similar program in Warrenton,
-Since-we have failed to solve these Va., two years ago. said Hart man's
problems, now we are told to redonation should finance a kissort to the evils of sterilization. The
month program for 300 operations
poor people of our mountain area
for needy parents who qualify.
class
second
treated
as
be
to
are
citizens.
BROADCASTER ILL_
"They will be told by misguided
LEXINGTON. Ky...19rt - Delbusinesameo . . and doctors . . .
that they are not equal to the rest more T. Caywood. Frankfort news
of men. And so they are encouraged broadcaster and newsstand operto violently prevent procreation by ator, was hospitalized here today
subjecting themselves to the hor- after suffering a heart attack Monnble indignity of sterilization which day. Caywood formerly wis manleave them free to engage in aging editor of The State Journal,
the procreative activities whose na- Frankfort's daily newspaper,
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cab booms liss Cathode church
says it is arcing, but because It
directly violates a natural right
which is so sacred that it may not
be taken away from the individual
The diocese newspaper. mailed to
by the state and may not be volunparishioners today, said sterilizetarily surrendered to the state by
non violates a natural tight.
the individual."
•Steriluation of innocent indiDr. Richard B. Holt. Kentucky's
viduals. wtiether voluntary or corn.'
ilasistant health conunissioner, said
puLsory, is fandamentally wrong not
he was "very much in favor" of
the program and the movensant toward this type of birth control will
"nefalaarily become worldwide.'
Holt said however, that many
financial and political problems
must be overcome before the state
can participate actively. He said
the Health Department lends Its
moral support and believes it would
be to the state's financial advanteou
age to take part.
Hartman'a donation was "to start
the ball roiling' fur a national free
sterilization program
sof
want to see whether people
Wow, Kentnek,
will avail themselves of this service,

TIN lad
TENHUT1111

DAILY DIRECT SERV10Era

.40

donated 52.000 to-the Human Afttorment Associate:in for Voktntary
Sterdization to set up a free stenlization program in Berea, Ky.

FOR CORRECT
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BOYHOOD - Barry Goldis shown on a making
trip during his boyhood.
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